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Introduction

Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field k, K
the quotient field of R, and K an algebraic closure of K. We use the notation S to denote
the spectrum of R. Write η, η and s for the generic point of S, the geometric generic point
of S, and the closed point of S corresponding to the natural morphisms SpecK → S,
SpecK → S, and Spec k → S, respectively. Let X be a stable curve over S of genus gX .
Write Xη, Xη, and Xs for the generic fiber of X, the geometric generic fiber of X, and
the special fiber of X, respectively. Moreover, we suppose that Xη is smooth over η.

In the present paper, we study the geometry of coverings of X. Let fη : Yη −→ Xη be
an arbitrary Galois étale covering over η. By replacing S by a finite extension of S, fη
extends uniquely to a stable covering f : Y → X over S (cf. Definition 1.3 and Remark
1.3.1). Note that fs is not a finite morphism in general. A closed point x of X is called
a vertical point of X if, by replacing S by a finite extension of S, there exists a stable
covering such that the fiber of x is not a finite set (cf. Definition 1.5). Write Xver for the
set of the vertical points of X. We may post a question as follows:

Question 0.1. What is Xver?

If char(K) = char(k) = 0, up to composition with an inner automorphism, there is
a natural isomorphism between the étale fundamental group of Xη and the admissible
fundamental group of Xs (cf. Definition 1 and [V, Théorème 2.2]). Thus, for any finite
étale covering of Xη, by replacing S by a finite extension of S, the morphism of special
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fibers induced by the étale covering of Xη is an admissible covering. Then we obtain Xver

is empty.
If char(k) = p > 0, we may consider whether or not the set Xver is empty. The

motivation of Question 0.1 partly comes from anabelian geometry. Question 0.1 was
first considered by S. Mochizuki (cf. [M2, the proof of Theorem 9.2]). If char(K) = 0,
Mochizuki proved that Xver is not empty. Then he reduced the Grothendieck conjec-
ture for proper, hyperbolic curves over number fields to the Grothendieck conjecture for
proper, singular, stable curves over finite fields, which is then reduced to the Grothendieck
conjecture for affine curves over finite fields which had been proven by A. Tamagawa.

In the present paper, we focus on Question 0.1 in the case where char(K) = char(k) =
p > 0. The main theorem of the present paper is as follows.

Theorem 0.2. Suppose that char(K) = char(k) = p > 0.
(i) Suppose that X is smooth over S, Xη cannot be defined over an algebraic closure

of Fp, and Xs can be defined over an algebraic closure of Fp. Then Xver is not empty.
(ii) Suppose that Xs is an irreducible singular stable curve over s. Then Xver is not

empty.

Remark 0.2.1. Suppose that R = Fq[[t]], where q = pr such that r ̸= 0. Let X1 and X2

be stable curves over S. Moreover, we suppose that the generic fibers of X1,η and X2,η

are smooth over S. The Grothendieck conjecture for curves over local fields of positive
characteristic asks whether or not the natural morphism

Isomschemes(X1,η, X2,η)→ Isom(π1(X1,η), π1(X2,η))/Inn(π1(X2,η))

is a bijection. Here, the left-hand side is the set of Fp-isomorphisms of curves and the
right-hand side is the set of continuous isomorphisms of profinite groups. The difficult
part for proving this conjecture is the surjectivity. Suppose that the fundamental groups
of the generic fibers of X1 and X2 are isomorphic. By applying Theorem 0.2, similar
arguments to the arguments given in the proofs of [M2] imply that the special fibers of
X1 and X2 are isomorphic. However, we do not know how to recover the X1 and X2 from
the special fibers and the fundamental groups. At the present, no results are known about
the Grothendieck conjecture for curves over local fields of positive characteristic.

On the other hand, Tamagawa approached the Grothendieck conjecture for curves in
positive characteristic by changing the point of view. He showed that, the isomorphism
class of a hyperbolic curve in positive characteristic may possibly be determined by the
isomorphism class of its geometric tame fundamental group (i.e., without Galois action).
More precisely, Tamagawa proved that (cf. [T1]),

if U is a hyperbolic curve of type (0, n) over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic p > 0, then we can detect completely whether U can be defined
over Fp or not, group-theoretically from the tame fundamental group of U ;
moreover, if U is defined over Fp, then the isomorphism class of the tame
fundamental group of U determines completely the isomorphism class of U as
scheme.

Furthermore, for the case of higher genus, the following finiteness theorem proved by
M. Raynaud, F. Pop, and M. Säıdi under certain conditions and by Tamagawa in full
generality (cf. [R3], [PS], [T2]):
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Let U be a hyperbolic curve over Fp, then there are only finitely many isomor-
phism classes of hyperbolic curves over Fp whose tame fundamental groups
are isomorphic to the tame fundamental group of U .

Recently, the author extended the Tamagawa’s results above to the case of (possibly
singular) pointed stable curves (cf. [Y2]). Furthermore, the author proved that, the set
of open morphisms between the tame fundamental groups of two curves of type (0, n)
over Fp is not empty if and only if the curves are isomorphic as schemes (cf. [Y3]); this
result can be regarded as a weak Hom-version Grothendieck conjecture for curves of type
(0, n) over Fp. Moreover, the weak Hom-version Grothendieck conjecture for curves of
type (0, n) over Fp implies the Hom-version of the Grothendieck conjecture for curves of
genus 0 over a field which is finitely generated over a finite field (cf. [Y4]).

Remark 0.2.2. If char(K) = 0 and char(k) = p > 0, Tamagawa proved the following
result: suppose thatR is a finite extension of theWitt ringW (Fp); thenXver is equal to the
set of closed points of X. Moreover, by applying Tamagawa’s idea, we extend Tamagawa’s
result to the case where k is an arbitrary algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0
(cf. Appendix of the present paper).

Moreover, for a given stable covering, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 0.3. Let G be a finite group, f : Y → X a G-stable covering over S, and
fs : Ys → Xs the morphism induced by f on the special fibers.

(i) Suppose that Xs is smooth over s. Then fs is a finite morphism if and only if fs
is an étale covering.

(ii) Suppose that Xs is irreducible, and G is a solvable group. Then fs is a finite
morphism if and only if fs is an admissible covering.

Finally, let G be a finite p-group, f : Y → X a non-finite G-stable covering over S,
and x ∈ Xver such that f−1(x) is not finite. We mention that an explicit formula for
p-rank (cf. Definition 1.2) of f−1(x) is given by Raynaud, Säıdi, and the author (cf. [R1],
[S], [Y1]).

1 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall some definitions and results which will be used in the present
paper.

Definition 1.1. Let C1 and C2 be two stable curves over an algebraically closed field l
and ϕ : C2 → C1 a morphism of stable curves over Spec l.

We shall call ϕ a Galois admissible covering over Spec l (or Galois admissible
covering for short) if the following conditions hold: (i) there exists a finite group G ⊆
Autk(C2) such that C2/G = C1, and ϕ is equal to the quotient morphism C2 → C2/G; (ii)
for each c2 ∈ Csm

2 , ϕ is étale at c2, where (−)sm denotes the smooth locus of (−); (iii) for
any c2 ∈ Csing

2 , the image ϕ(c2) is contained in Csing
1 , where (−)sing denotes the singular

locus of (−); (iv) for each c2 ∈ Csing
2 , the local morphism between two nodes (cf. (iii))

induced by ϕ may be described as follows:
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ÔC1,ϕ(c2)
∼= l[[u, v]]/uv → ÔC2,c2

∼= l[[s, t]]/st
u 7→ sn

v 7→ tn,

where (n, char(l)) = 1 if char(l) = p > 0; moreover, write Dc2 ⊆ G for the decomposition
group of c2; then τ(s) = ζ#Dc2

s and τ(t) = ζ−1
#Dc2

t for each τ ∈ Dc2 , where ζ#Dc2
is a

primitive #Dc2-th root of unit.
We shall call ϕ an admissible covering if there exists a morphism of stable curves

ϕ′ : C ′
2 → C2 over Spec l such that the composite morphism ϕ ◦ ϕ′ : C ′

2 → C1 is a Galois
admissible covering over Spec l.

Let Z be the disjoint union of finitely many stable curves over Spec l. We shall call
a morphism Z → C1 over Spec l multi-admissible if the restriction of Z → C1 to each
connected component of Z is admissible. We define a category Covadm(C1) as follows: (i)
the objects of Covadm(C1) are the empty object and the multi-admissible coverings of C1;
(ii) for any A,B ∈ Covadm(C1), Hom(A,B) consists of all the morphisms whose restriction
to each connected component of B is a multi-admissible covering. It is well-known that
Covadm(C1) is a Galois category. Thus, by choosing a base point c1 ∈ C1, we obtain a
fundamental group πadm

1 (C1, c1) which is called the admissible fundamental group of
C1. For simplicity, we omit the base point and denote the admissible fundamental group
by πadm

1 (C1).
For more details on admissible coverings and the fundamental groups for (pointed)

stable curves, see [M1], [M2].

Remark 1.1.1. If C1 is a smooth projective curve over Spec l, then every admissible
covering of C1 is étale. Thus, we have πadm

1 (C1) = π1(C1), where π1(−) denotes the étale
fundamental group of (−).

Remark 1.1.2. Let Mg,n be the moduli stack of pointed stable curves of type (g, n)
over SpecZ andMg,n the open substack ofMg,n parametrizing pointed smooth curves.

WriteMlog

g,n for the log stack obtained by equippingMg,n with the natural log structure

associated to the divisor with normal crossingsMg,n \Mg,n ⊂Mg,n relative to SpecZ.
Let C1 be a stable curve over an algebraically closed field l of genus g. Then C1 →

Spec l induces a morphism Spec l→Mg,0. Write slogC1
for the log scheme whose underlying

scheme is Spec l, and whose log structure is the pulling-back log structure induced by the

morphism Spec l → Mg,0. We obtain a natural morphism slogC1
→ Mlog

g,0 induced by

the morphism Spec l → Mg,0 and a stable log curve C log
1 := slogC1

×Mlog
g,0
Mlog

g,1 over slogC1

whose underlying scheme is C1. Then the admissible fundamental group πadm
1 (C1) of

C1 is naturally isomorphic to the geometric log étale fundamental group of C log
1 (i.e.,

Ker(π1(C
log
1 )→ π1(s

log
C1
))).

Definition 1.2. Let C be a stable curve over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
p > 0. We define the p-rank σ(C) of C to be

σ(C) := dimFpH
1
ét(C,Fp).
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From now on, we fix some notations. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with
algebraically closed residue field k of characteristic p > 0, K the quotient field of R, and
K an algebraic closure of K. We use the notation S to denote the spectrum of R. Write
η, η and s for the generic point of S, the geometric generic point of S, and the closed point
of S corresponding to the natural morphisms SpecK → S, SpecK → S, and Spec k → S,
respectively. Let X be a stable curve over S of genus gX . Write Xη := X ×S η for the
generic fiber of X, Xη := X ×S η for the geometric generic fiber of X, and Xs := X ×S s
for the special fiber of X, respectively. Moreover, we suppose that Xη is smooth over η.
Write ΓXs for the dual graph of Xs and v(ΓXs) for the set of vertices of ΓXs .

Definition 1.3. Let f : Y → X a morphism of stable curves over S, and G a finite group.
We shall call f a G-stable covering over S if the morphism fη : Yη → Xη over η induced
by f on generic fibers is a Galois étale covering whose Galois group is isomorphic to G.

Remark 1.3.1. Let Wη → Xη be any geometrically connected Galois étale covering over
η whose Galois group is isomorphic to G. By replacing S by a finite extension of S, Wη

admits a stable model W over S. Moreover, the action of G on Wη induces an action of G
on W . Then [R1, Appendice Corollaire] implies that W/G is a semi-stable curve over S.
Since X is a stable curve over S, we have a natural morphism W/G→ X over S. Thus,
the morphism Wη → Xη may extend to a G-stable covering over S.

On the other hand, we would like to mention that Definition 1.3 is a special case of [Y1,
Definition 3.3]. For more details on semi-stable coverings and the existence of semi-stable
coverings, see [Y1, Definition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4].

Remark 1.3.2. Let f : Y → X be a G-stable covering over S, and y any closed point
of Y . Then f induces a morphism fy : Spec ÔY,y → Spec ÔX,f(y) over S. Suppose that
fs : Ys → Xs over s on special fibers induced by f is generically étale.

If y is a smooth point, then f(y) ∈ X is a smooth point too. Then Zariski-Nagata
purity implies that the morphism fy is étale.

If y is a singular point, then f(y) ∈ X is a singular point too. Then Zariski-Nagata

purity and [T3, Lemma 2.1 (iii)] imply that the morphism of local rings ÔXs,f(y) → ÔYs,y

induced by fy satisfies the condition (iv) of Definition 1.1.
Thus, we have that fs is an admissible covering over s if and only if fs is generically

étale.

The following highly non-trivial result was proved by Tamagawa (cf. [T2, Theorem
8.1], [T3, Corollary 3.11]).

Proposition 1.4. Let
sp : π1(Xη)→ πadm

1 (Xs)

be the specialization map.
(i) Suppose that X is smooth over S, Xη cannot be defined over an algebraic closure

field of Fp, and Xs can be defined over an algebraically closed field of Fp. Then there exists
a finite étale covering f : Y → X over S such that Yη := Y ×η η and Ys are connected,
and σ(Yη)− σ(Ys) > 0. In particular, sp is not an isomorphism.

(ii) Suppose that Xs is a singular curve. Then there exists a finite group G, and, by
replacing S by a finite extension of S, there exists a G-stable covering f : Y → X over S
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such that fs : Ys → Xs is an admissible covering and σ(Yη)− σ(Ys) > 0. In particular, sp
is not an isomorphism.

Remark 1.4.1. Let f : Y → X be a G-stable covering over S. Proposition 1.4 implies
that the morphism fs : Ys → Xs on special fibers induced by f is not an admissible
covering in general.

Definition 1.5. Let x be a closed point of X. We shall call x a vertical point of X if
there exists a finite group G, and, after replacing S by a finite extension of S, there exists
a G-stable covering f : Y → X over S such that dim(f−1(x)) = 1. We use the notation
Xver to denote the set of vertical points of X.

There is a criterion for the existence of vertical points of G-stable coverings proved by
Tamagawa (cf. [T3, Proposition 4.3 (ii) (WRamS2)⇒ (Vert)x]).

Proposition 1.6. Let x ∈ X be a closed point and f : Y → X a G-stable covering over
S. Suppose that for each irreducible component Z := {z} of Spec ÔXs,x, and for each
point w of the fiber Y ×X z, the natural morphism from the integral closure W s of Z in
k(w)s to Z is wildly ramified, where k(w)s denotes the maximal separable subextension of
k(w) in k(z). Then x is a vertical point of X.

2 Geometry of coverings of curves

We maintain the notations introduced in Section 1.

Lemma 2.1. Let f : Y → X be a finite G-stable covering over S and y a closed point of
Y . If y is a node (resp. smooth point) of the special fiber Ys of Y , then f(y) is a node
(resp. smooth point) of Xs.

Proof. Write Iy ⊆ G for the inertia group of y. Consider the quotient morphism qIy : Y →
Y/Iy. Note that [R1, Appendice Corollaire] implies that Y/Iy is a semi-stable curve over
S. The morphism f induces a natural morphism dIy : Y/Iy → X such that f = dIy ◦ qIy .
Then dIy is étale at qIy(y). Thus, to verify the lemma, we may assume that Iy = G.

Suppose that y is a smooth point of Ys. Then x is a smooth point (cf. [R1, Proposition
5]).

Suppose that y is a node of Ys. Let Y1 and Y2 be the irreducible components (which
may be equal) of Ys which contain y. Write DY1 ⊆ G and DY2 ⊆ G for the decomposition
groups of Y1 and Y2, respectively. The proof of [R1, Proposition 5] implies that one of the
following statements holds: (i) if DY1 and DY2 are not equal to G, then f(y) is a smooth
point; (ii) if DY1 = DY2 = G, then f(y) is a node.

Next, we prove that the case (i) does not happen. If DY1 and DY2 are not equal
to G, then, for each τ ∈ G \ DY1 (resp. τ ∈ G \ DY2), τ(Y1) = Y2 and τ(Y2) = Y1.
Thus, we obtain that D := D1 = D2. Moreover, D is a normal subgroup of G. By
replacing Iy by Iy/D and Y by Y/D and applying the case (ii), we may assume that D is
trivial. Then fs is étale at the generic points of Y1 and Y2. Consider the local morphism
fy : SpecOY,y → SpecOX,f(y) induced by f . Since fy is étale at all the points of SpecOY,y

corresponding to the prime ideals of OY,y of height 1, the Zariski-Nagata purity theorem
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implies that fy is étale. This means that if f(y) is a smooth point, y is a smooth point
too. This is a contradiction. We complete the proof of the lemma.

Remark 2.1.1. The lemma also has been treated by Raynaud (cf. [R2, Lemme 6.3.5]).

Definition 2.2. Let f : Y → X be a Z/pZ-stable covering over S, v an element of
v(ΓXs), and Xv the irreducible component of Xs corresponding to v. Write βXv for the
generic point of Xv and k(βXv) for the residue field of βXv . We shall call f a v-wildly
ramified covering if there exists a point βYv ∈ f−1

s (βXv) such that the extension of
residue fields k(βYv)/k(βXv) induced by f is purely inseparable. We shall call f a wildly
ramified covering if there exists an element v ∈ v(ΓXs) such that f is a v-wildly ramified
covering.

Next, we prove our main theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that char(K) = char(k) = p > 0.
(i) Suppose that X is smooth over S, Xη cannot be defined over an algebraic closure

of Fp, and Xs can be defined over an algebraic closure of Fp. Then Xver is not empty.
(ii) Suppose that Xs is an irreducible singular stable curve over s. Then Xver is not

empty.

Proof. First, let us prove (i). Proposition 1.4 (i) implies that, by replacing X by a finite
étale covering of X, we may assume that σ(Xη)− σ(Xs) > 0.

For any geometrically connected Galois étale covering Vη → Xη whose Galois group
is isomorphic to Z/pZ, by replacing S by a finite extension of S, we may assume that
Vη admits a stable model V over S. Suppose that Xver is empty. Then the Z/pZ-stable
covering V → X over S induced by Vη → Xη is a finite morphism, and Lemma 2.1 implies
that the special fiber Vs of V is a smooth curve over s. Write βVs for the generic point of Vs

and IVs ⊆ Z/pZ for the inertia group of βVs . By applying [R1, Proposition 5], we obtain
that the quotient V/IVs is a smooth curve over S. Since IVs is the inertia group of βVs ,
the quotient morphism Vs → Vs/IVs is a radical morphism. Moreover, since the natural
morphism Vs/IVs → (V/IVs)s := V/IVs ×S s is a radical morphism (cf. [KM, Corollary
A7.2.2]), the natural morphism of special fibers Vs → (V/IVs)s induced by the quotient
V → V/IVs is a radical morphism. Then we have gVs = gVη

> gVη/IVs
= gVs/IVs

= gVs ,
where g(−) denotes the genus of (−). We obtain that IVs is trivial. Thus, Vs is an étale
covering over Xs. This means that σ(Xη) − σ(Xs) = 0. This is a contradiction. We
complete the proof of (i).

Next, we start to prove (ii). By replacing S by a finite extension of S, there exist a
finite group G and a G-stable covering d : X ′ → X over S such that (i) the morphism
ds : X ′

s → Xs induced by d on the special fibers is an admissible covering; (ii) each
irreducible component of X ′

s is smooth over s; (iii) σ(X ′
η) − σ(X ′

s) > 0 (cf. Proposition
1.4 (ii)), where X ′

η := X ′ ×S η. In order to prove (ii), from now on, we suppose that
Xver = ∅.

By replacing S by a finite extension of S again, we may assume that each Galois étale
covering of X ′

η := X ′ ×S η over η, whose Galois group is isomorphic to Z/pZ, admits a
stable model over S.
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Claim 1: There exists a Z/pZ-stable covering of f : Y → X ′ such that f is
a wildly ramified covering.

Let us prove Claim 1. If Claim 1 is not true, by Definition 6, we have that,
for any Z/pZ-stable covering Z → X ′, the morphism of the special fibers
Zs → X ′

s induced by Z → X ′ is generically étale. Then Remark 1.3.2 implies
that Zs → X ′

s is an admissible covering. This means that σ(X ′
η) = σ(X ′

s).
Thus, we obtain a contradiction. This completes the proof of Claim 1.

Since gYs > gX′
s
, we obtain that fs : Ys → X ′

s is not a radicial morphism. Write ΓX′
s

for the dual graph of X ′
s, v(ΓX′

s
) for the set of the vertices of ΓX′

s
, and e(ΓX′

s
) for the set of

the edges of ΓX′
s
. Thus, there exist two vertices w1 and w2 of v(ΓX′

s
) which are linked by

an edge e ∈ e(ΓX′
s
) such that f is a w1-wildly ramified covering, and f is not a w2-wildly

ramified covering. Moreover, we have the following claim.

Claim 2: There exists a Z/pZ-stable covering g : Z → X ′ over S such that
g is a w2-wildly ramified covering, and g is not a w1-wildly ramified covering.

Let us prove Claim 2. Let v, v′ ∈ v(ΓX′
s
) be two vertices which are linked by

an edge of ΓX′
s
. Set v ⇝ v′ if each v-wildly ramified coverings is a v′-wildly

ramified coverings. We define a subgraph Γv of ΓX′
s
associated to v ∈ v(ΓX′

s
) to

be the maximal subgraph of ΓX′
s
such that the following conditions hold: (i) A

vertex v′′ ∈ v(ΓX′
s
) is a vertex of Γv if there is a path v0e01v1e1,2 . . . vn−1en−1,nvn

in ΓX′
s
, where vi ∈ v(ΓX′

s
) and ei,i+1 ∈ e(ΓX′

s
) for i = 0, . . . , n−1, such that (a)

v0 = v and vn = v′′; (b) vi and vi+1 are linked by ei,i+1; (c) v0 ⇝ v1, . . . , vn−1 ⇝
vn; (ii) for any edge e ∈ e(ΓX′

s
), write ve1 and ve2 for the vertices of ΓX′

v
which

are abutted by e; an edge e ∈ e(ΓX′
s
) is an edge of Γv if ve1 and ve2 are vertices

of Γv. If Claim 2 is not true, by the definition of Γw2 , we have w1 ∈ Γw2 . Then
we obtain Γw1 ⊆ Γw2 . On the other hand, since the v(ΓX′

s
) is transitive under

the action of G, we have Γw1 = Γw2 . In particular, we have v1 ⇝ v2. This
contradicts Claim 1, so Claim 2 follows.

Write Yη (resp. Ys, Zη, Zs) for the generic fiber of Y (resp. the special fiber Y , the
generic fiber of Z, the special fiber of Z). By replacing S by a finite extension of S, we
may assume that Wη := Yη ×X′

η
Zη admits a stable model W over S. Write Ws for the

special fiber W . Then the natural projections Wη → Yη and Wη → Zη over X ′
η induce

two morphisms of stable curves W → Y and W → Z over X ′, respectively. Write T
for the fiber product Y ×X′ Z, Tη (resp. Ts) for the generic fiber of T (resp. the special
fiber of T ). Then we obtain a natural morphism n : W → T over X ′ induced by the
morphisms W → Y and W → Z. Write h for the morphism W → X ′ induced by the
natural morphism Wη → X ′

η and h′ for the natural morphism T → X ′. Note that we
have h = h′ ◦ n. Since we assume that Xver = ∅, h is a finite morphism. Thus, n is a
finite morphism too. This means that W is equal to the normalization of T .

Write X ′
w1

(resp. X ′
w2
) for the irreducible component of X ′

s corresponding to w1 (resp.
w2), Y1 (resp. Y2) for the closed subscheme Y ×X′ X ′

w1
⊂ Ys (resp. Y ×X′ X ′

w2
⊂ Ys), Z1

(resp. Z2) for the closed subscheme Z ×X′ X ′
w1
⊂ Zs (resp. Z ×X′ X ′

w2
⊂ Zs), T1 (resp.

T2) for the closed subscheme T ×X′ X ′
w1
⊂ Ts (resp. T ×X′ X ′

w2
⊂ Ts), and W1 (resp. W2)
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for the closed subscheme W ×X′ X ′
w1
⊂ W (resp. W ×X′ X ′

w2
⊂ Ws). By the construction

of Y and Z, we have T → Y is étale at the generic point of Y1, and T → Z is étale at
the generic point of Z2. Thus, OT,βT1

and OT,βT2
are normal, where βT1 and βT2 denote

the respective generic points of T1 and T2. Then n|W1 : W1 → T1 and n|W2 : W2 → T2 are
birational. Moreover, since T1 and T2 are smooth over s, W1 and W2 are smooth over s
too. Then n|W1 and n|W2 are isomorphisms.

Write xe ∈ X ′
w1
∩ X ′

w2
for the node corresponding to e and ue for the unique closed

point of W such that h(ue) = xe. Write X̂ ′
w1

:= {β̂X′
w1
} and X̂ ′

w2
:= {β̂X′

w2
} for the

irreducible components of Spec ÔX′
s,xe , respectively, where β̂X′

w1
and β̂X′

w2
denote the

generic points of Spec ÔX′
s,xe . Note that since X

′
w1

and X ′
w2

are smooth over s, OX̂′
w1

and

OX̂′
w2

are discrete valuation rings. Write ĥs for the morphism Spec ÔWs,ue → Spec ÔX′
s,xe

induced by h, β̂W1 := (ĥs)
−1(β̂X′

w1
) and β̂W2 := (ĥs)

−1(β̂X′
w2
) for the generic points of the

irreducible components of Spec ÔWs,ue , k(β̂W1) and k(β̂W2) for the residue fields of β̂W1

and β̂W2 , respectively. Write Ŵ s
1 and Ŵ s

2 for the respective integral closures of X̂ ′
w1

and

X̂ ′
w2

in k(β̂W1)
s and k(β̂W2)

s, where k(β̂W1)
s and k(β̂W2)

s denote the respective maximal

separable subextension of k(β̂X′
w1
) and k(β̂X′

w2
) in k(β̂W1) and k(β̂W2). Note that OŴ s

1

and OŴ s
2
are discrete valuation rings.

Claim 3: The morphism OX̂′
w1
→ OŴ s

1
(resp. OX̂′

w2
→ OŴ s

2
) induced by

the natural morphism Ŵ s
1 → X̂ ′

w1
(resp. Ŵ s

2 → X̂ ′
w2
) is a wildly ramified

extension.

Let us prove Claim 3. Write βX′
w1

(resp. βX′
w2
) for the generic point of the

irreducible component X ′
w1

(resp. X ′
w2
). Write te ∈ T1 ∩ T2 (resp. βT1 , βT2)

for n(ue) (resp. the generic point of T1, the generic point of T2). We have

T1 → T s
1 → X ′

w1

and
T2 → T s

2 → X ′
w2
,

where T s
1 and T s

2 denote the smooth projective curves over s whose func-
tion fields are the maximal separable subextensions of k(βT1)/k(βX′

w1
) and

k(βT2)/k(βX′
w2
), respectively. Then by the construction of T , we have T s

1 and
T s
2 are isomorphic to Z1 and Y2, respectively. Thus, T

s
1 → Xw1 and T s

2 → Xw2

are wildly ramified at the closed points (T1 → T s
1 )(te) and (T2 → T s

2 )(te), re-

spectively. Since n|W1 and n|W2 are isomorphisms, we have Ŵ s
1
∼= Spec ÔT s

1 ,te

and Ŵ s
2
∼= Spec ÔT s

2 ,te
. Then Claim 3 follows.

Then Proposition 1.6 and Claim 3 imply that xe is a vertical point. Thus, Xver
s is not

empty. This is a contradiction. Then we complete the proof of the theorem.

Remark 2.3.1. Suppose that char(K) = 0. If k is an algebraic closure of Fp, A. Tam-
agawa proved that Xver is equal to the set of closed points of X. If k is an arbitrary
algebraically closed field of characteristic p, we may prove that Xver is dense in Xs and
contains all the nodes of Xs (see Appendix of the present paper).
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Theorem 2.4. Let G be a finite group, f : Y → X a G-stable covering over S, and
fs : Ys → Xs the morphism induced by f on the special fibers.

(i) Suppose that Xs is smooth over s. Then fs is a finite morphism if and only if fs
is an étale covering.

(ii) Suppose that Xs is irreducible, and G is a solvable group. Then fs is a finite
morphism if and only if fs is an admissible covering.

Proof. First, let us prove (i). We only need to prove that, if fs is a finite morphism, then
fs is an étale covering. By Lemma 2.1, we obtain that Y is smooth over S. Write IYs for
the inertia group of the special fiber Ys. Thus, the finite morphism Y/IYs → X is étale.
Since Y = Ys/IYs → (Y/IYs)s := Y/IYs ×S s is a radicial morphism, thus the genus of Ys

and (Y/IYs)s are equal. On the other hand, the genus of (Y/IYs)×S η is equal to the genus
of (Y/IYs)s, and the genus of Yη is larger than (Y/IYs) ×S η. Thus, we have IYs = {1}.
Then fs is étale.

Next, let us prove (ii). We only need to prove that, if fs is a finite morphism, then fs
is an admissible covering.

If (#G, p) = 1, where #(−) denotes the cardinality of (−), then the specialization
theorem of prime to p admissible fundamental groups (cf. [V, Théorème 2.2]) implies
that fs is an admissible covering. Thus, we may assume that p|#G.

Suppose that #G = p. For each irreducible component Yv of special fiber Ys, write
IYv ⊆ G for the inertia group of Yv. SinceG is abelian, andXs is irreducible, we obtain that
IYv does not depend on the choices of Yv. Then we use the notation I to denote IYv . Similar
arguments to the arguments given in the proof of (i) imply that gYs = gYs/I = gYη/I = gYη

.
We have I = {1}. Then Remark 1.3.2 implies that fs is an admissible covering.

Suppose that #G > p. Let

{1} ⊂ A := G(m) ⊂ G(m−1) ⊂ · · · ⊂ G

be the derived series of G. Write Ap for the Sylow p-subgroup of A and G′ for G/Ap.
Then we obtain a Ap-stable covering fAp : Y → Y/Ap over S and a G′-stable covering
fG′

: Y/Ap → X over S such that f = fG′ ◦ fAp . By induction, we obtain that fG′
s is an

admissible covering. Let us prove that f
Ap
s is an admissible covering.

Let Yv ⊆ Ys be an irreducible component and IYv ⊆ Ap the inertia group of Yv. For
each irreducible component Yv′ ⊆ Ys, write IYv′

⊆ Ap for the inertia group of Yv′ . Since
Xs is irreducible, we have #IYv′

= #IYv . If IYv is trivial, then Remark 1.3.2 implies that

f
Ap
s is an admissible covering. Thus, we may assume that IYv is not trivial. Moreover, we
have the following Claim.

Claim: For each irreducible component Yv′ ⊆ Ys, we have IYv′
= IYv .

Let us prove the claim. Write A′
p for the quotient group Ap/IYv . Consider the

quotient of Y by IYv , we obtain two morphisms of stable curves f IYv : Y →
Y/IYv and fA′

p : Y/IYv → Y/Ap such that fAp = fA′
p ◦ f IYv .

If Ys is irreducible, then Claim is trivial. Thus, we may assume that Ys is not
irreducible. Let Yw( ̸= Yv) be an irreducible component such that Yv ∩Yw ̸= ∅,
IYw ⊆ Ap the inertia subgroup of Yw, and y ∈ Yv∩Yw a node of Ys. Write Y

IYv
v

10



(resp. Y
IYv
w , yIYv , Y

Ap
v , Y

Ap
w , yAp) for f

IYv (Yv) (resp. f
IYv (Yw), f

IYv (y), fAp(Yv),

fAp(Yw), f
Ap(y)). By the construction, we obtain that f

IYv
s |Yv is radicial, and

f
A′

p
s |

Y
IYv
v

is generically étale.

If IYv ̸= IYw , then f
A′

p
s |

Y
IYv
w

is not generically étale. Thus, the local morphism

O
Y

Ap
v ,yAp

→ O
Y

IYv
v ,yIYv

is a wildly ramified extension. Write K(Yv1)
sep for the

separable closure of function field K(Y
Ap
v ) in the function field K(Yv). Note

that K(Yv)
sep is the function field of Y

IYv
v . Thus, the morphism of O

Y
Ap
v ,yAp

to the integral closure of O
Y

Ap
v ,yAp

in K(Yv)
sep is a wildly ramified extension.

On the other hand, write K(Yw)
sep for the separable closure of function field

K(Y
Ap
w ) in the function fieldK(Yw). Similar arguments to the arguments given

above imply that the morphism of O
Y

Ap
w ,yAp

to the integral closure of O
Y

Ap
w ,yAp

in K(Yw)
sep is a wildly ramified extension. By Proposition 1.6, we have that

yAp is a vertical point. This contradict to the assumption that fs is finite.
Thus, we have IYv = IYw . Moreover, since Ys is connected, similar arguments
to the arguments given above imply that, for any irreducible component Yv′ ,
the inertia subgroup IYv′

is equal to IYv .

We use the notation I to denote IYv . Similar arguments to the arguments given in
the proof of (i) imply that gYs = gYs/I = gYη/I < gYη

. This is a contradiction. Then I is
trivial. Then Remark 1.3.2 implies that fs is an admissible covering.

3 Appendix

In this subsection, we assume that char(K) = 0 and char(k) = p > 0.
Let Mg,r,k be the coarse moduli space of Mg,r ×SpecZ Spec k. For any point x ∈

Mg,r,k, write x for a geometric point above x and (Cx, Dx) for a pointed smooth curve
corresponding to the point x (well-defined up to isomorphism). Then the isomorphism
type of the geometric tame fundamental group πtame

1 ((Cx, Dx)) is independent of the choice
of x and (Cx, Dx) (and the implicit base point on (Cx, Dx) used to define πtame

1 ((Cx, Dx)).
We have the following result proved by Säıdi and Tamagawa.

Proposition 3.1. Let U ⊆Mg,r,k a subvariety of positive dimension. Then the geometric
tame fundamental group πtame

1 is not constant on U .

Proof. See [ST, Theorem 3.12].

By using the idea of the proof of Tamagawa’s result (cf. [T3, Theorem 0.2 (v)]), we
have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2. The set of vertical points Xver contains all the nodes of Xs, and the closure
of Xver in Xs is equal to Xs.

11



Proof. By applying [M2, Lemma 2.9], we may assume that each irreducible component of
Xs is smooth over s, and the genus is ≥ 2.

Let Slog be a log regular scheme whose underlying scheme is S, and whose log structure

is determined by the closed point of S. Then there is a natural morphism Slog →Mlog

gX ,0

determined by X → S. Thus, we obtain a stable log curve X log := Mlog

gX ,1 ×Mlog
gX,0

Slog

whose underlying scheme is X.
Let x be a closed point of Xs. Write Xv for an irreducible component which contains

x. We define a pointed smooth curve U•
v of type (gv, rv) to be (Xv, Xv ∩ Xsing

s ), where

Xsing
s denotes the set of nodes of Xs. Then we obtain a morphism s→Mlog

gv ,rv determined

by U•
v → s and a stable log curve X log

v := Mlog

gv ,rv+1 ×Mlog
gv,rv

s over s whose underlying

scheme is Xv.

Moreover, we consider the 2nd log configuration space Y log :=Mlog

gX ,2×Mlog
gX,0

Slog (resp.

W log
v :=Mlog

gv ,rv+2 ×Mlog
gv,rv

s) associated to X → S (resp. U•
v → s). Note that there is a

natural morphism Y log → X log (resp. W log
v → X log

v ) induced by the natural morphism

of log stacks Mlog

gX ,2 → M
log

gX ,1 (resp. Mlog

gv ,rv+2 → M
log

gv ,rv+1) given by forgetting the last
marked point. Write Y (resp. Wv) for the underlying scheme of Y log (resp. W log

v ). Write

βX (resp. βv, β̂X , β̂v) for the generic point of X (resp. the generic point of Xv, the generic

point of Spec ÔX,βv , the generic point of Spec ÔXv ,x).
Write βlog

v for the log scheme whose underlying scheme is βv, and whose log structure
is the pulling-back log structure of X log via the natural morphism βv → X. Since the
restricting log structure of X log

v on the generic point βv is trivial, we have a natural
morphism βv → X log

v . Write (Z ′
v)

log for W log
v ×Xlog

v
βv. Write (Z ′′

v )
log for the stable log

curve whose underlying scheme is Wv ×Xv βv, and whose log structure is the pulling-back
log structure of Y log ×Xlog βlog

v via the natural morphism Wv ×Xv βv → Y log ×Xlog βlog
v .

Let (−) be a point (resp. a log point). We use the notation (−) (resp. (̃−)) to
denote a geometric point (resp. log geometric point) associated to (−). By the special-
ization theorem of log étale fundamental groups (cf. [V, Théorème 2.2]), we obtain the
following commutative diagram of fundamental groups. Moreover, all seven rows in the
commutative diagram are exact.
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1 −−−→ π1(Y ×X βX) −−−→ π1(Y ×X Xη) −−−→ π1(Xη) −−−→ 1

a1

x b1

x c1

x
1 −−−→ π1(Y ×X βX) −−−→ π1(Y ×X βX) −−−→ π1(βX) −−−→ 1

a2

x b2

x c2

x
1 −−−→ π1(Y ×X β̂X) −−−→ π1(Y ×X β̂X) −−−→ π1(β̂X) −−−→ 1

a3

y b3

y c3

y
1 −−−→ π1(Y

log ×Xlog β̃log
v ) −−−→ π1(Y

log ×Xlog βlog
v ) −−−→ π1(β

log
v ) −−−→ 1

a4

x b4

x ∥∥∥
1 −−−→ π1(W

log
v ×(Z′′

v )
log β̃log

v ) −−−→ π1(W
log
v ×(Z′′

v )
log βlog

v ) −−−→ π1(β
log
v ) −−−→ 1

a5

y b5

y c5

y
1 −−−→ π1((Z

′
v)

log ×βv βv) −−−→ π1((Z
′
v)

log) −−−→ π1(βv) −−−→ 1

a6

x b6

x c6

x
1 −−−→ π1((Z

′
v)

log ×βv β̂v) −−−→ π1((Z
′
v)

log ×βv β̂v) −−−→ π1(β̂v) −−−→ 1.

Note that the definition of geometric (log) étale fundamental groups implies that a1, a2, a5,
and a6 are isomorphisms (resp. b1, b2, b5, c1, c2, c3, and c5 are surjections, b2, b6, c2, and c6
are injections). Since there is a natural morphism Spec ÔX,βv → X, we obtain a log scheme

T log whose underlying scheme is Spec ÔX,βv , and whose log structure is the pulling-back
log structure of X log. Then by considering Y log ×Xlog T log and the specialization theorem
of log étale fundamental groups, we obtain that a3, b3 are surjections. Moreover, [T3,
Proposition 2.5] and [T3, Example 2.10] imply that a4 is an injection. Then we obtain b4
is an injection too.

For each i = 1, ..., 7, write 1 → ∆i → Πi → Gi → 1 for the ith row of the above
commutative diagram, ρi : Gi → Out(∆i) for the outer representation, and Imi for the
image of ρi. Then by [T3, Remark 2.3], we obtain

Im1 = Im2 ←↩ Im3 → Im4 ↠ Im5 = Im6 ←↩ Im7.

Moreover, [T3, Lemma 5.2] implies that Im3 → Im4 is a surjection. Write Dβ̂X
for the

image of c1 ◦c2, Iβv for the kernel of c5 ◦c3, and Ix for π1(β̂v). Then we obtain a morphism

π1(β̂X)/Iβv → Im6. On the other hand, since Im1 ←↩ Im3, we have that ρ3(π1(β̂X)) =
ρ1(Dβ̂X

). Thus, we obtain a morphism Dβ̂X
/c1 ◦ c2(Iβv)→ Im6. Furthermore, we have a

commutative diagram as follows:
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π1(β̂X) −−−→ Dβ̂X
/c1 ◦ c2(Iβv) −−−→ Im6y x ∥∥∥

π1(βv) π1(βv) −−−→ Im6x x
Ix −−−→ Im7.

Write Elog
x for the log scheme whose underlying scheme is Spec ÔXv ,x, and whose

log structure is the pulling-back log structure of X log
v induced by the natural morphism

Spec ÔXv ,x → Xv. Write xlog for the log scheme obtained by restricting Elog
x to the closed

point x ∈ Spec ÔXv ,x, and x̃log for a geometric log point associated to xlog. Consider a
stable log curve W log

v ×Xlog
v

Elog
x → Elog

x over Elog
x . Then we obtain the specialization map

spx : π1(W
log
v ×Xlog

v
β̃log
v )→ π1(W

log
v ×Xlog

v
x̃log).

Suppose that spx is not an isomorphism. Thus, by applying [T3, Proposition 4.1 (ii)],
we have the image of wild inertia subgroup Iwx in Dβ̂X

/c1 ◦ c2(Iβv) is infinite. Then by
Proposition 1.6, we have x ∈ Xver.

If x is a node of Xs, then the underlying scheme of W log
v ×Xlog

v
x̃log is a singular curve.

Then Proposition 1.4 implies that spx is not an isomorphism. This means that Xver

contains all the nodes of Xs. If x is a smooth closed point of Xs, then the underlying
scheme of W log

v ×Xlog
v

x̃log is a smooth curve over x. By applying Proposition 3.1, we obtain
that the closure of Xver in Xs is equal to Xs. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 3.2.1. Note that since the geometric étale fundamental group of Xη is topo-
logically finitely generated, there are only countably many étale coverings that each may
contribute at most finitely many points to Xver. Thus, Xver is countable.
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